It is suggested that passive-camera range-sensing methods be considered as returning not just range values but rather probability density functions, characterized by two-dimensional arrays of both expected value and variance.
INTRODUCTION
A variety of passive-camera range-sensing methods have been described in the machine vision literature, including stereopsis, depth-from-focus, shape-from-shading, and' structure-from-motion. 1 The accuracy of all algorithms is dependent on the signal-to-noise ratio and the content of the input images; however, this dependence varies in such a fashion that different algorithms commonly err in different image regions. For this reason, a better scene description may be obtained by combining the results of applying more than one method.
Research into integrating range data from various methods, or from more than one observation using a single method, has often approached the problem via either parallel or iterative algorithms to fit surfaces given multiple constraints. 2 ' 3 Such an approach is particularly useful when the range information available is sparse, which may result from certain algorithms, or when assumptions may be made about the surface structure of the objects imaged. When data points (perhaps of varying fidelity) are available everywhere, and when one does not wish to apply constraints such as surface smoothness to the result, a different sort of approach to the problem is preferable.
The author has previously noted 4 that when employing a passive-camera range-sensing method it is possible to compute both a range value and a variance for each point in the image. Previously, this variance information was used in a surface-fitting method where points with a large variance were permitted to move more than those for which the software returned a lower variance. Considering the output of a range-sensing algorithm as a probability density function (PDF), however, will permit the development of probabilitybased methods of handling the range data, which, in turn, will provide a solution to the problem of combining multiple range-sensing modalities.
PROBABILISTIC MODEL FOR RANGE SENSING
While the actual error characteristics of a range-sensing algorithm measured under certain circumstances might take a somewhat different form, a Gaussian distribution will be assumed throughout this paper. It is to be understood that probabilistic integration of range data can be performed, if less straightforwardly, for whatever PDF has been experimentally or theoretically determined for the processes in question; a Gaussian model for error has also proven to work quite well in experiments. If the PDF of the range-sensing modality is modeled as Gaussian, then it is specified by locally varying parameters of expected value E and variance 0 2 , where E is the true distance to the point in question and 0y 2 is a function of the image's local spectral content and signal-to-noise ratio, as well as algorithmic details, such as window size and filters. A useful variance measure for estimation problems of this type is the Cramer-Rao inequality (see, for example, Ref. 5), which sets a lower bound on the variance of the estimate. In Appendix A this is derived for two different range-sensing schemes. To supply a figure for the expected value it will be necessary to take a common statistical step and to observe that (lacking any other data) the best estimate for E is the z value returned by the algorithm.
Given that a range-sensing technique may be modeled at some point in the image as a Gaussian random process with expected value E 0 and variance uo 2 , its PDF at that point will be (1) 
The result of another range-sensing process will provide some other expected value and variance, and the problem of integrating the range data becomes that of finding the maximum-likelihood estimator for the expected value and computing the variance of the resulting estimate. This is essentially the data-adjustment process as formulated by Gauss (see historical discussion in Ref. 6 ; an early detailed treatment of the topic is in Ref. 7) . Given n range-sensing processes, the maximum likelihood estimate for E is that which satisfies the equation (4) It may be instructive also to compute explicitly the expected value and variance for the case of combining two Gaussian PDF's. Given a second process in addition of Eq. (1) above, with a Gaussian PDF whose parameters are (for clarity called) FO and po 2 , then it should be possible to compute a better model for z. The result should be another PDF with a smaller variance and an expected value with more statistical support. This PDF may be expressed as
Finding the joint PDF in the denominator seems to pose a challenge, but first the two conditional PDF's might be multiplied together:
This is surely none too informative, but by completing the square in the exponent one may express the equation in a different form:
This can in turn be rewritten as variances (top), the resulting PDF (solid curves) has its expected value centered between the two samples. However, unequal variances (bottom) lead to an expected value close to the sample from the process with the smaller variance.
value (aOIFO + poEO)1(0.02 + p02) and variance (ao2pol)l 0-0 2 + Po 2). This is in agreement with Eqs-3 and 4. Derived in either manner, the result has some properties of interest. At the top of Fig. 1 , two input processes with equal variances (dashed curves) result in a PDF whose expected value is centered between them. However, when the variances are unequal (lower plot), the expected value gravitates strongly toward the narrower PDF.
It should be evident that this approach is computationally simple (it is, of course, not necessary to compute the PDF's explicitly, rather only to manipulate the variances and expected values) and as the calculations are strictly local, this approach may be performed rapidly on parallel processing hardware.
APPLYING THE TECHNIQUE TO TWO RANGE-SENSING PROCESSES
To assess the usefulness of the approach described above for the problem at hand, it has been applied to the task of integrating range data from a sign-bit correlation stereopsis process with that from a two-lens depth-from-focus algorithm developed by the author.
In sign-bit correlation stereopsis,9 disparity is estimated between left and right views of a scene by applying a bandpass filter to the images, quantizing the result to one bit per point, and finding the peak of the correlation between regions in the two sign-bit images. This operation is typically carried out at multiple scales to reduce false matches.
The bandpass filter most commonly used is the Laplacian of a Gaussian, often called the V2G operator. If an original image is R(x, y), then the sign-bit image upon which the correlation will take place is V. Michael Bove, Jr.
R,(x, y = sgn[V2G * R(x, y)]. (9) The algorithm searches for the value of disparity T that maximizes the correlation
The leading factor here may be seen as the joint PDF PEFap(Eo1 Fo) ao, po), which means [in light of Eq. (5)] that the second factor is the desired conditional PDF Pz1EFap(zo1Eo, FO, ao, Po), a Gaussian PDF with expected (10) where r and s are K-pixel subimages of sign-bit images repre-
X expzo senting two horizontally offset views of the scene. In the simplest possible case, the two cameras are parallel, with optical axes separated by a distance b. Then distance z relates to disparity r as follows:
where f is the focal length of the camera lenses. Two-lens depth-from-focus examines a pair of images that differ in lens parameters such as focal length, focus distance, or iris aperture. In the present algorithm, 10 Lighter points are closer to the camera.
Here F is the point-spread function, which varies with (x, y) and c, a quantity related to its spread. (The term c is its diameter, if it is modeled as a cylinder, or the diameter at which it rolls off to some defined level for some other shape, i.e., what is called the "circle of confusion" by photographers.) Assuming that the camera is focused forward of the scene, c relates to z as
where f is the focal length, n the numerical aperture, and v the lens-to-image-plane distance, it should be possible to recover the point-spread function and, thus, the range, by locally deconvolving the two images. To do this, one takes discrete Fourier transforms of corresponding windowed regions of the two images, divides the spectrum coefficients, and subjects the result (which should represent the spectrum of the point-spread function) to a polynomial regression fit to estimate c, which is then converted to a z value corresponding to an average over the windowed region. The form of the polynomial approximation for the point-spread function's transform is provided by calibrated measure- Fig. 2 . View of a scene imaged with a small lens aperture. Another view from the same location with a larger aperture and a smallaperture view from a location offset slightly to the left were used together with this as input to the range-sensing processes. ments on the lens under known conditions. In actual practice the point-spread function is assumed to be rotationally symmetrical and the division and regression carried out in one dimension (that of radial frequency) rather than two by collapsing together and normalizing all terms at equal distances from the origin of the frequency plane (a, wy) = (0, 0).
In the present experiment, three images of a scene have been digitized: two from the same camera viewpoint at lens apertures of f/22 and f15.6 (the latter with a neutral-density filter to equalize the exposure) and another at f/22 from a horizontally offset position (Fig. 2) . The first two of these images were fed to the depth-from-focus algorithm, resulting in the range and variance data pictured in Figs. 3 and 4 . The first and third images were used to compute the sign-bit correlation stereopsis data in Figs. 5 and 6. It should be noted that in both cases the range data points that are obviously incorrect occur in regions where the variance is large; it is also important to observe that the variance peaks for the two different algorithms occur in widely different regions of the image-thus the potential benefit in using the variance to combine the two sets of data. In particular, the depth-from-focus algorithm has problems with regions having little detail, such as the rabbit's chest and the margins of the book; variance peaks for the stereopsis algorithm occur range were not available for the scene used in this experiment, but a useful technique for evaluating the quality of the result is to make a computer-graphics rendering of the range data values from a different viewpoint, with the intensity values texture mapped onto the surface. Objects are quite recognizable in the rendering of the variance-weighted combination (Fig. 9 ) but severely distorted in the unweighted average (Fig. 10) . at object boundaries because of occlusion effects and at regions with ambiguous correspondences like the small type on the book cover.
The obvious errors are largely eliminated in Fig. 7, which shows the variance-weighted combination of the range data, much more so than in the outcome of simple, unweighted averaging (Fig. 8) . Calibrated measurements of actual 
CONCLUSION
The central problem in passive-camera range sensing is to extract as much information as possible from a given set of images with characteristics over which the algorithm has no control. With a better understanding of how each algorithm's accuracy varies, each method's contribution to the estimation process may be used in the best possible manner. In the two cases analyzed here, calculating the variance lower bound provides an improved result well worth the small added computation.
APPENDIX A: COMPUTING THE CRAMER-RAO LOWER BOUND
By applying the calculus of variations to the depth-fromfocus algorithm, a relationship between variance in the point-spread function estimate and variance in the distance estimate may be shown 4 :
where n is the numerical aperture of the lens, f is the focal length, and v is the lens-to-image-plane distance. Given a model for computing variance in z from variance in c, the next step is to relate variance in c to image characteristics. A useful bound on the variance of an estimate of this sort is the Cramer-Rao inequality. Given additive noise, the observed short depth-of-field spectrum r(w) will be modeled as the sum of some s(w, c) and white, zero-mean Gaussian noise n(w) with standard deviation 0-n (Ref. 11):
The Cram6r-Rao lower bound on minimum mean-square error of an estimate of the random variable c is where r is the vector of observations of r, observations of the ratios of spectral terms.
for s(w, c) may be split,
s(k, c) = s(w)F(, c).
The joint PDF for r and c may be rewritten as numerically for the computed value of c and summed over each a, in the power spectrum. This represents an extremely small increase in computation given that a pair of discrete Fourier transforms and a regression fit have already been carried out. That this bound is highly optimistic and will not likely be approached by an actual implementation is due to several causes, in particular:
is not a perfect model; the noise model assumed is not a perfect model; s(w) is not actually known (instead there is only a long-depth-of-field spectrum, which itself contains some amount of blur, noise, and aliasing1
3 ); and the spectrum estimates result from a windowing process that may introduce a certain amount of bias, variance, and spatial uncertainty.
Proceeding in a similar fashion, one can compute the lower variance bound for sign-bit correlation stereopsis. Again, first it is necessary to relate variance in z to variance in the computed quantity, in this case disparity. In the simplest possible case, the two cameras are parallel, with optical axes separated by distance b. If the disparity is r,
Proceeding further requires some knowledge of the scene and camera parameters. It might be assumed that all c are equiprobable between some minimum and some maximum value determined by the imaging situation.
12 Thus, the PDF for c is
The PDF for the noise component n is
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(A10) Nishihara 9 has shown that when both the signal and the noise can be modeled as zero-mean Gaussian processes, the probability of some point in the convolution changing sign as a result of the noise is P= tani Uen ; 7r OS (All) in the analysis to follow, though, any known P will work, so the assumption that the signal is Gaussian is not essential.
As in the depth-from-focus discussion, some simplifying assumptions are in order. Misalignments, vertical disparities, occlusions, optical distortions, and similar factors will be neglected, and it will be assumed that if the correlation patches from the two images are r and s, in the absence of noise (A12)
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Assuming a uniform PDF for x, and assuming s is known, the PDF for an r of K points is the familiar Pascal distribution
where U, the number of points in r whose sign has been 
The partial derivative can be seen as simply the slope of the correlation function in the vicinity of the peak. When the slope is small (that is, the peak is broad) or P is large, the variance increases. Since the correlation function was already computed as part of the stereo matching process, little additional computation is needed to estimate the derivative by, for example, differencing between the peak and its neighbors.
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white, Gaussian noise is probably not strictly correct. If the actual spectral distribution of noise were known, it would be regarded here as the product of white noise and some transfer function H(w). Whiteness is also technically violated by the collapse of two-dimensional spectra to radial frequency, as not all radial frequency terms result from the same number of terms in the original spectrum, and thus variance is a function of a.
12. More correctly, one might assume that all z are equiprobable and compute the PDF for c based on this knowledge as well as on the shape of the c(z) curve for the particular lens parameters employed. For a scene in which the range of c is fairly limited, assuming that a uniform PDF for c is not unreasonable given a uniform PDF for z.
13. Aliasing content can be included in the expression for r(w) as an additional term s(W -w), where W is the sampling frequency.
r(xi + r) = s(xi).

